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Abstract—Circular disc monopole antennas are investigated
for current and future ultrawideband (UWB) applications. The
studied antennas are compact and of small size (25 mm 35
mm 0.83 mm) with a 50- feed line and offer a very simple
geometry suitable for low cost fabrication and straightforward
printed circuit board integration. More specifically, the impedance
matching of the classic printed circular disc UWB monopole is
improved by introducing transitions between the microstrip feed
line and the printed disc. Two particular designs are examined
using a dual and single microstrip transition. By using this simple
antenna matching technique, respective impedance bandwidths
dB) from 2.5 to 11.7 GHz and 3.5 to 31.9 GHz are
( 11
obtained. Results are also compared to a classic UWB monopole
with no such matching network transitions. Measured and simulated reflection coefficient curves are provided along with beam
patterns, gain and group delay values as a function of frequency.
The transient behavior of the studied antennas is also examined in
the time domain.

10

Index Terms—Impedance bandwidth, monopole disc antenna,
ultrawideband (UWB) applications.

I. INTRODUCTION
LTRAWIDEBAND (UWB) technology has become
a very promising solution for indoor wireless radio,
imaging and radars [1], [2]. Such applications can feature very
high-speed data rates, low power consumption and good immunity to multipath effects. One component in these UWB systems
is the front-end antenna unit, engineered to send and receive
short pulse trains with minimal distortion. Thus there has been
a considerable interest by the electromagnetics community to
design efficient and compact UWB antennas to operate over
significant bandwidths (BWs), particularly the 3.1 to 10.6 GHz
spectrum allocated by the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) in the United States for wireless transmission [3].
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One of the strongest contenders in terms of achieving good
impedance BWs, radiation efficiencies, and omnidirectional
far field beam patterns are the circular and elliptical disc
monopoles [4]–[16]. These designs can be made printed and
can allow for low-cost fabrication and simple integration with
associated UWB electronics. Antenna operation is generally
limited within the FCC defined UWB frequency range for these
antenna designs. Typical feeding techniques include simple
microstrip lines [4], coplanar waveguide feeds [17], and slotted
structures [18].
But with increasing demands for improved performances,
higher bit rate transmission speeds, and the desire for synonymous operation with several different technologies, there
may be the need for new and future UWB wireless schemes.
Antenna operation could thus be required to function beyond
the 10.6 GHz upper frequency band limit currently allocated by
the FCC. One main design goal for these new UWB antennas is
a good 50- impedance match over the desired operating BW.
Fortunately numerous matching and miniaturization techniques
have been reported in the literature and presented concepts
may prove to be helpful. Techniques include feedgap optimization [5], bevels [6], ground plane slits and shaping [12],
[13], multiple feeding configurations and orientations [14],
[15], variations in monopole shape [9], [16] and size reduction
[19]–[21]. In addition, other important antenna design goals
include minimal dispersion effects and minor group delay
variations, constant gain values as a function of frequency,
good impulse responses in the time domain, and in some cases,
general omnidirectional radiation behavior.
In this work we study printed UWB antennas with increased
impedance matching beyond the 10 GHz upper band limit
typically observed for planar microstrip fed monopoles [8].
By introducing simple microstrip transitions between the 50feed line and the printed circular discs, the impedance BW
of the planar monopole can be extended beyond 30 GHz.
Specifically, two structures are investigated using a dual and
single microstrip line transition: Designs A and B. By this
added impedance matching, measured BWs (
dB) of 2.5 to 11.7 GHz and 3.5 to 31.9 GHz are respectively
obtained. To evaluate antenna performances results are also
compared to those of a classic UWB monopole antenna with
no such matching network transitions: Design C (
dB for 3.3–10.3 GHz). Photographs of the three fabricated
and measured UWB antenna structures, Designs A, B, and C,
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 while dimensions are outlined in
Table I and Fig. 3. Section II discusses the design methodology
and compares the operation of the proposed antennas in the
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TABLE I
DIMENSIONS OF THE CIRCULAR DISC MONOPOLE ANTENNAS

Fig. 1. Layout and photograph of the planar monopole using a dual-microstrip
transition for increased 50- impedance matching beyond 30 GHz.

Fig. 2. Investigated planar disc UWB antennas using a single microstrip transition and just a 50- feed line for comparison, (a) and (b) respectively.

Fig. 4. Simulated reflection coefficient of the UWB planar monopoles [10].

Fig. 3. Dimensions of the investigated planar disc UWB monopole antennas.

frequency domain, while Section III describes the respective
time domain responses. Results are also compared against
simulations using commercial solvers in the frequency and
time domains. Section IV provides a brief conclusion of the
presented material.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND OPERATION IN THE
FREQUENCY DOMAIN
The radiation mechanism of planar circular disc monopoles
is an involved topic and has been investigated by many UWB
antenna researchers [7], [8]. One method for analyzing such
structures can be in the frequency domain where wide band
monopole operation is explained by the overlapping of closely
distributed minimums in the reflection coefficient, sometimes
referred to as resonances [8]. This response in the broadband
dB impedance BW.
matching is responsible for the
Furthermore, at lower frequencies monopole antennas can be
thought to function in an oscillating or standing wave mode,
and with an increase in frequency, operation develops into a
hybrid of both standing and traveling waves.

Operation at higher frequencies for these classic microstrip
fed printed circular disc monopoles is generally limited to 10
GHz [4], [8]. Good antenna matching can be troublesome and
very challenging to achieve in practice. Typically diminished
gain and reduced radiation performances can result for these
simple, single-input designs with increased ringing in the
time domain due to multiple reflections along the feed line.
Numerous factors contribute to this impedance mismatch such
as the configuration of the ground the plane, the substrate
selection, the feed line orientation, and the dimensions of the
printed monopole disc. But by proper configuration of these
parameters, good antenna matching may be achieved beyond
30 GHz [10]. By introducing the aforementioned microstrip
transitions between the 50- feed line and the printed circular
discs, impedance bandwidths can be improved as shown in
Figs. 4–9.
It should be mentioned that other feed line structures were
investigated by the authors, but the presented microstrip transitions and ground plane configurations offered a very low
cost solution for the simple antenna designs, while also offering good performance values in terms of 50- impedance
matching and radiation behaviors. Essentially, the dimensions
of the microstrip transitions were optimized by completing a
, and
while maintaining
parametric analysis of
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Fig. 5. Simulated input impedance, Z , of the UWB planar monopoles.
Fig. 7. VSWR of the UWB antenna, Design A, using the dual-microstrip feed
0
dB)
configuration. A horizontal line defining a VSWR of 1.92 (jS j
is shown. Measured [Simulated] VSWR values are below 1.92 from 3.5–31.9
[3.5–28.6] GHz.

= 10

Fig. 6. Simulated current distributions (in A/m) overlaid with the electric field
within the substrate at 5.2, 7.0, 9.4, 12.7, 17.7, and 23.6 GHz for Design A. The
electric field (in V/m) is described by arrows with color defining field strength
(red defines a maximum while blue defines a minimum, same color scale for
current) and orientation defining phase along the antenna structure.

Fig. 8. VSWR of the planar monopole using only a single-microstrip feed
configuration, Design B. Measured [Simulated] values are below 1.92 from
2.5–11.7 [3.2–10.5] GHz offering a 50- impedance BW of 9.2 [7.3] GHz.

the width of input feed line, the circular shape of the disc, and
the characteristics of the utilized substrate.
A. Simulated Reflection Losses & Antenna Operation
for the investigated anBy observing the minimums in
tenna designs (A, B, and C), more insight into their UWB operation can be obtained [4], [8]. Simulated return loss curves
are plotted in Fig. 4 and values are highlighted in Table II. At
around 5 GHz the first minimums can be observed for the three
monopoles. The first minimum of Design A occurs at a higher
frequency (5.2 GHz) when compared to Design C (4.1 GHz).
The first minimum of Design B occurs between Designs A and
C (4.6 GHz). In addition, a new second minimum can be observed at 7.0 GHz for Design A and this can be thought to give
rise to the very good impedance match over the 5–10 GHz range;
dB. With these added transitions the minimums
ie.

Fig. 9. VSWR of the planar monopole using only a 50- feedline, Design C.
Measured and simulated values are below 1.92 from 3.3–10.3 GHz offering an
impedance BW of 7.0 GHz.
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TABLE II
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT MINIMUMS

in
are now more equally spaced in frequency and thus help
to contribute to the good return loss values.
It should be mentioned that the 10 GHz limit of the classic
monopole is extended by the dual-microstrip transition in Design A. For example, the original third minimum of Design C
increased to 16.8 GHz. A new minimum is also introduced at
12.7 GHz. There is also a very good overlapping and reason, giving rise to
able separation for the first 5 minimums in
the extended impedance BW as shown in Fig. 4. It is also shown
maintains a good impedance match until
that Design A [B]
GHz.
28.6 [10.5]
Simulated input impedances “ ” are also plotted in Fig. 5.
For Design A it can be observed that
from
3.5–10.3 GHz. This can be thought to give rise to the low reflection losses. At 10.8 and 13.8 GHz, two distinct maxima are
shown in the input resistance (84.0 and 89.4- , respectively),
but the associated reactances are small and change from positive
and
to negative values near these frequencies (
- [
and
- ] at 10.7 and 13.7 GHz [10.8 and 13.8
at 12.7 GHz.
GHz]) contributing to the fourth minimum in
Conversely, for both Designs B and C, the input resistances are
below 32.1- at this same frequency and the simulated VSWR
approaches 2.5 as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. In general, the planar
discs can be thought to act as a frequency dependent load in
series with the added transmission line matching sections and
thus the developed design strategy can be described as follows.
When the real part of the input impedance is observed to be
- ), small reactances (
- )
high (
that change sign with frequency are helpful in achieving a good
antenna match. This controlled resonance was achieved by the
added microstrip transitions in Design A.
Current and electric field distributions are illustrated in Fig. 6
. Additional plots
for Design A at the first six minimums in
are also shown in Fig. 9 of [10] for Design A. It can be observed
that the currents are mainly concentrated near the edge of the
ground plane (closest to the disc), while on top of the structure
currents are primarily distributed along the periphery of the disc
edge and feed line [4], [8], [10]. Radiating slots can be thought to
form between the lower edge of the disc and ground plane [22].

Fig. 10. Measured beam patterns for the dual transition UWB planar monopole.
Normalized values are shown for Design A (Fig. 1) in dB.

Thus the radiated far fields originate from these main current
distributions.
These current maxima in Fig. 6 also increase in number with
frequency. For instance, at 5.2 GHz one distinct maxima can
be observed at the junction of the feed line and the disc, while
at 17.7 GHz five maxima are visible in total. Similar results
are shown in Fig. 9 of [10]. Furthermore, these currents and
electric field distributions can also signify particular modes of
antenna operation. For example at 5.2 GHz the electric field is
mainly directed away from the disc edges and the ground plane,
while at the next minimum at 7.0 GHz, the electric field has a
different orientation: from the outer edge of the disc towards the
ground plane. More complex electric field distributions can also
be observed in Figs. 6(c–f).
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Fig. 11. Measurement and simulations of the co- and cross-polarized beam patterns in the

H -plane for the monopole with the dual microstrip feed configuration.

E x 0 y) plane for the planar monopoles. (a): Design A, and (b): Design B. Similar values are observed for

Fig. 12. Maximum observed realized gain in the (
Design C (monopole with no transitions and just the 50-

feed line) as the results for the single transition structure (Design B), subplot (b) of this figure.

At higher frequencies when antenna operation has developed
into a hybrid of both standing and traveling waves, phase propagation along the radial disc aperture can be inferred by observation of the current distribution (please refer to Fig. 9 of [10]
at 32.0 GHz). This can signify traveling wave operation of the
antenna. Moreover, at 32.0 GHz the major dimension of the antenna structure, , is large in comparison to the free space wavemm,
mm).
length (
B. Fabrication and Reflection Loss Measurements
The UWB circular disc monopoles (with
mm) were
fabricated on 30 mm 35 mm dielectric slabs (
mm) and partial ground planes (30 mm 15.6 mm)
were maintained on the underside of the antenna substrates.
The feed lines were then soldered with 50- K-Connectors for
reflection loss measurements in a calibrated anechoic chamber
using a Anritsu 37377C Vector Network Analyzer (VNA).
Results are compared to simulated values in Figs. 7–9. Good
dB
agreement in terms of the impedance match (
) is observed. Deviations may be attributed to
or
substrate variations over frequency, fabrication tolerances, feed
connector misalignment, and difficulty in modeling the metal
thicknesses near the ground planes, the circular discs, and the
feed line edges due to the fabrication process. In addition,
the mechanical details of the 50- K Connectors were not
included in the simulations in order to simplify the modeling.

Regardless, the measurements and the simulation results are
in agreement and this suggests that the simple microstrip feed
transitions can increase the 50- impedance BW of classic
monopole antennas.
C. Radiation Patterns
Beam pattern measurements were completed in the frequency
domain for all three monopole designs in an anechoic chamber.
Measures were sampled in magnitude and phase. All trials were
completed in receive mode and the appropriate calibration calculations were completed to negate cable and free space losses,
chamber effects, and the contributions of the reference antennas
, or nor[23]. Thus the received frequency response,
malized antenna transfer functions [24], [25] for the antennas
under test were observed. Measurements were also completed
- , and - planes and for both co- and cross-polarin the izations. In addition, 150 samples were recorded and averaged
by the VNA for each frequency measure in an attempt to minimize any high frequency noise and multiple reflections due to
cable bending and twisting.
It should be noted that some preliminary antenna gain patterns were reported earlier in [10] and agreement was observed
between the measurements and simulations. Specifically, measurements were provided in the - and - planes for Designs
A and B in dBi. In this work additional results are provided in
Figs. 10–12. Fig. 10 shows co-polarized measurements of the
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Fig. 13. Measurements of the relative group delay in the

H (x 0 y) plane for  = 0

TABLE III
MAXIMUM ENVELOPE VALUES

TABLE IV
TIME DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPARISONS
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and 90 incidence. (a): dual, and (b): single microstrip feed configuration.

show a similar response. This gain decrease may correspond to
the somewhat high impedance reflections (Fig. 7) also observed
and centered at 17.5 GHz. However, the VSWR is still less than
1.92 in this range. For a practical UWB system this result may be
acceptable. Performances could be improved by further tuning,
additional microstrip transitions and the selection of a higher
performance connector.
The authors wish to stress that antenna measurements were
difficult to complete in the - and - planes due to the
available azimuth range on the rotating antenna tower. In
and
addition, measures in the range
may have reduced accuracy due the
possible interference and positioning of the metallic tower
and measurement cables. Absorber was also placed on the
metallic antenna tower in an effort to minimize any unwanted
interference. Despite these practical difficulties, results are in
agreement with the simulations and a good proof of concept for
the three UWB antenna structures is presented.
D. Group Delay
Small variations of the antenna phase response, or group
delay 1, are important frequency domain characteristics for
, where
UWB antennas. Relative group delay values,

(1)
defined as the deviation of
from the mean group delay,
[26], were plotted in Fig. 13 for Designs A and B. Minor group
delay variations are observed for Design A in the operating frequency range of the antenna up to 30 GHz, while noticeably high
values are observed for Design B between 2.0–2.8 GHz
ns). This could be caused by
and 11.0–12.5 GHz (
the high reflections observed in the VSWR of Design B below
2.5 GHz and at 12.0 GHz as respectively shown in Fig. 8. The
high group delay variations from 3.9–4.7 GHz may also be related to unwanted energy storage or other dispersive effects. In
brief, a similar phase response was also observed for Design C
normalized beam patterns in the - , and - planes. Beam
plane are shown in Fig. 11 and good
patterns in the H
agreement can be observed with the simulations. Measured realized gain values are also plotted in Fig. 12.
A reduction in gain of 4 dB can be observed in Fig. 12(a) for
Design A at 17.5 GHz. Realized antenna gain simulations do not

1The group delay is defined as the negative derivate of the antenna phase
angle with respect to frequency, ( ) =
=
2
. Small
variations in group delay, defining a flat response or linear phase within a particular frequency range, suggest that waveform distortions in the time domain of
transmitted or received pulses will be small; ie. a constant implies good UWB
antenna operation [26]. Conversely, a nonlinear suggests unwanted resonant
behavior and in the time domain this can result in ringing and unwanted oscil).
lations in the antenna impulse response, (

 !

0@'=@!


h t; ;

0@'= @f
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Fig. 15. Envelope of the measured impulse response (jh (t;  = 0 ;  =
90 )j) for the dual microstrip feed configuration and the design with only a
50-

microstrip feedline. (a): Co-Pol response, (b): X-Pol response.

Fig. 14. Measured impulse response for the UWB monopole (Design A) with
the dual microstrip feed line: Co-Pol. [X-Pol.] incidence—[ – – –].

as in Fig. 13(b). Thus these relative group delays suggest Design A has an increased performance when compared to both
Designs B and C.

Fig. 16. Comparison of the three planar monopoles in the H (y 0 z ) plane:
normalized peak envelope jh (;  = 90 )j, FWHM, and ringing time.

III. TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS
The previous section provided a frequency domain characterization of the examined antenna designs, but UWB systems
are generally implemented using an impulse-based technology,
and as such time domain effects are equally as important [7],
[8]. For example, in an UWB system antenna behavior can be
compared to that of a bandpass filter with constant group delay
values and flat gain or amplitude responses over the entire operating BW. Signal distortion is dependent on how the spectra of
transmitted and received pulses is reshaped in the time domain.
This section examines important time domain characteristics of
the studied UWB antennas. Results are presented in Figs. 14–20
and Tables III and IV.

A. Antenna Impulse Response
The impulse or transient responses,
, of the investigated antennas were determined by taking the inverse Fourier
. Received frequency measures were
transform of
zero padded and conjugate values were also included in the
calculation to obtain full analytic responses in the time domain.
Transient signals are plotted for various incident angles in
Fig. 14 as a function of time for Design A. It can be observed
is dependent on the angle of arrival and polarization.
that
For example Fig. 14(c), which corresponds to the received
signal at end-fire, has one main upward pulse and a second
downward pulse with reduced amplitude. Oscillatory behavior2
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Fig. 18. Ringing time and pulse width in the

H

E

Fig. 17. Normalized peak envelope in the - and -planes for Design A, plots
(a) and (b), respectively. Results are shown in polar form in linear units.

(or ringing) is observed after these two pulses until about
1.5 ns, suggesting increased dispersion. Reduced ringing and
an increased settling time is observed for the other impulse
responses.

B. Envelope of the Impulse Response, Pulse Width, & Ringing

Another method to assess the dispersive quality of UWB antennas is to calculate the envelope of the analytic impulse re, where
sponse,

(2)
and
refers to the Hilbert Transform of the impulse response
can be a more useful tool in as[26]. The envelope
sessing and quantifying antenna dispersion. Important time doincluding
main characteristics can be calculated from
, the width of the observed
the peak value of the envelope,
pulse at full width half maximum (FWHM) or pulse width,

H -plane for Design A.

, and the duration of the ringing time,2 . Maximum
values of
are desired as this quantity can signify the
amount of radiated or received power in a linear wireless system.
Reduced pulse widths are also advantageous for increased data
transmission rates. Ideally the FWHM should not exceed a few
hundred picoseconds while the ringing time should not be more
than a few pulse widths [26].
Measured values of the envelope are shown as a function of
time in Fig. 15 for Designs A and C. It can be observed that the
UWB monopole with the dual transitions has an increased pulse
peak for the co-polarized response (0.21 m/ns) when compared
to the structure with just the single microstrip line (0.15 m/ns).
An increase in the pulse width can also be observed for Design
C.
Maximum envelope peak values are compared in Table III
for the three measured designs. It is interesting to note that Design B achieved a higher pulse peak maximum in the
plane
when compared to Design A, but the opposite is true in the
plane. Reduced pulse peak values are observed for Design
C, suggesting a more dispersive antenna. Simulations are also
plotted in Fig. 16 for the co-polarized pulse peak along with the
pulse width and ringing time (when the peak pulse is reduced to
). Agreement is observed with
22% of it maximum value,
the measurements in Table III in that Design B also achieved a
maximum pulse peak when compared to the two other designs
. The simulated response for
is also comat
pared to measurements in polar form as a function of beam angle
for Design A in Figs. 17 and 18. Good agreement is observed.
Measured and simulated maximums of the analytic pulse peak
with a general decrease at
in the
are both at
-plane.
The -plane responses in Fig. 17(b) have a null at
and 180 suggesting more dispersive antenna behavior. This
confirms the observations in Fig. 14(c) and the discussions in
Section III.A regarding the increased ringing time at end-fire.
Discrepancies increase near the backside of the antenna for



2Oscillations or the ringing after,
the main pulse is defined as the quantity
of time when j ( )j is reduced below a certain percentage from the peak maximum [26]. This ringing is unwanted and can be a result of energy storage or
multiple reflections along the feed line and antenna structure. Energy contained
in the ringing reduces the amount of radiated power, decreases peak envelope
levels, and increases the pulse width of j ( )j.

h t

h t
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and are likely due to the aforementioned practical
effects of the antenna tower and connecting cable.
The ringing time and FWHM are also compared in the
-plane in Fig. 18 as a function of angle in polar form. Agreement is shown for the observed pulse widths as mean values
are both approximately 80 ps. Results are further compared
in Table IV for all monopole antennas and good agreement is
shown when the minimum values are observed. Differences in
the ringing time are likely due to the practical challenges with
such monopole antenna measurements: unwanted reflections
from the anechoic chamber side walls, possible interference
from the antenna test tower, and the metallic K-connector
attached to the measurement cables. Despite these concerns a
good proof of concept for the three UWB antenna structures is
presented and agreement is observed in the measurements and
simulations. Designs A and B offer reduced dispersion effects
when compared to Design C.

Fig. 19. Normalized spectrum for two test pulses ((3)) incident on the receiving
:
ns and
: ns.
antenna terminals with

= 0 175

=01

C. Received Fidelity Due to an Incident Gaussian Waveform
To further study the measured UWB antennas fidelity estimations, , were completed for Designs A and C using the cal, and the fourth derivative of a
culated impulse responses,
template Gaussian pulse in the time domain: [24], [20]

(3)
where
and (in ns) can characterize the pulse width of
. Thus determined fidelity values can define the quality of
the received waveform incident onto the antenna structure for
.
an ideal far field source transmitting
The power spectrum density (PSD) of the Gaussian in (3) can
comply with typical FCC indoor emission mask requirements
ns [24]. Furthermore, for reduced values of
with
sharper time domain pulses are possible along with increased
spectral content in the frequency domain. For example, the nor, is plotted in Fig. 19 for
malized spectrum of this signal,
and 0.1 ns. Both signal waveforms are investigated in
this work as the proposed monopole antennas could be suitable
for current and future UWB systems. Moreover, the FCC could
designate new spectral guidelines for future UWB systems that
allow for such increased BW utilization. The Gaussian wavens) could comply with forthcoming
form of (3) (with
emission requirements.
Results of the fidelity estimations are shown in Fig. 20 using
-plane measurements for antenna Designs A and C. If fidelity
and the received waveform,
, are
values achieve unity,
exactly the same in shape. This means that the antenna causes no
distortion of the received pulse. Essentially, the incident signal
was convolved in the time domain with the impulse response as
a function of beam angle to determine the output waveform,
, at the receiving antenna terminal, mainly
(4)

= 0 175
( 0)

=01

Fig. 20. Calculated fidelity for the two test pulses (
:
ns and
:
ns) incident on the dual microstrip feed configuration and the design with only a
50- microstrip feedline. Results shown in the H y z plane using measured
;
.
data for  2

[0 180 ]

By linear system theory this procedure is analogous to multiand the antenna transfer functions,
plying
in the frequency domain and taking the Inverse Fourier
Transform. For completeness both methods were verified by the
authors, and as expected, identical values were observed. Fidelities were then evaluated by determining the correlation coeffi, and the received signal
cient of the template Gaussian,
. Further discussions on these procedures can be found in
[20] and [24].
By analysis of Fig. 20, Design A achieved increased fidelity
for both values when compared to Design C. Average values
are as follows. Design A:
and
for
and
ns. Design C:
and
for
and
ns. It is also interesting to note that achieves minimum values
. This observation is consistent
for Design C for
with the results of Fig. 16 and the discussions of Section III.B,
in that the classic monopole (Design C) can exhibit increased
. Calculated values are not
dispersion effects near
close to unity (likely due to the aforementioned practicalities
and measurement challenges for such monopole antennas) but
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the expected trend is observed. Design A exhibits less distortion effects for a Gaussian waveform incident at the receiving
antenna terminal when compared to Design C.
IV. CONCLUSION
New compact circular disc monopole antennas for UWB
applications were presented and a simple technique has been
introduced to improve the performance of classic UWB planar
monopole antennas. Microstrip transitions, with a characteristic
impedance different than 50- , were arranged between the
feed line and the printed discs. Calibrated measurements in
an anechoic chamber show that the operating bandwidth of
the proposed antennas, after introducing the single-microstrip
[dual-microstrip] transition, increases from 3.3–10.3 GHz, for
the classic UWB monopole, to 2.5–11.7 GHz [3.5–31.9 GHz].
Thus at most a BW of 28.4 GHz can be achieved. Improvements in these designs may be possible by additional microstrip
transitions or by additional tuning techniques.
Return loss measurements are provided along with beam
patterns, gain and group delay values as a function of frequency. Transient behavior of the studied UWB antennas
was also presented and results suggest that the designs with
the added microstrip transitions can offer reduced dispersion
effects when compared to the classic planar monopole. This
proposed matching technique is also very simple to introduce
in practice and could be attractive for current and future UWB
applications.
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